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Product ion

pr0 • . F° r fW0 years we have 3triven ?°  develop objective methods in order to express
Perties like colour and consistency of meat and meat products.

'ess As tor as consistency is concerned there exists to r meat a number of more or
theu ^  'able methods' while for meat products methods p robably exist, but in that cose 

are litt le  known

teric < Therefore we have invented a way by which we are able to measure the consis- 
*-e, jP ' Pr°ducfs such as sausages and liver pastes outgoing from a Wolodkewitsch food res- 
was J e,.method !s described in this pacer together with the results obtained when the method 

Ppi ied to 6 different products.

Scription of the test method

tatus b k- ■ herC ° rC °  number of accesso O' devices belonging to the Wolodkewitsch appa- 
accord '^ Ŵ 'cb 006 IS ° b'e t0 determine different mechanical properties such as consistency 

r ln9 to the s lit method, -compressive strength, shearing strenght and bending strenght.

cons¡5,. We have systemaHcally exmined the usefulness of these devices fo express the
the be.600^ 0  ̂difFerent kinds ° f m“ at Pr°ducts and found the slit method consistently to he 
as a r  F'sure 1 illustrates the principale of the s lit method, which can be characterized 
n0rr0way t0 determine the compressive strength of the sample when it has to pass through a

The
met

sa ThC device consists of a metal container with a polished cylindrical inside wall.
er .l f°  be tested is cut out with a tool similar to a cork-bo re and with the some dia- 

os the cylinder mentioned above.

to Qri Centrally above the sample container a solid test punch is located connected
tr|c 'an-eable sPr'n9- The spring regulates the driving force which comes from an elec-

Qn even during the procedure the rest punch is p ressed with o certain fo rce P (kg) and 
P*is ‘’ adiustable velocity v (mm/sec.) down into the sample parallel to the longitudinal
the cy|¡r Cyl!nder- By ^ is  treatment the sample w ill be pressed out through the slit between 
Oh q , J nder wal1 and the puncher. The resistance which effects the test punch is registered 

Wording device.

A typical force-distance-diagram for a sausage is shown in figure 2.

Preset j l cons'stency (F) of the sample can be expressed either as the average (re-
contgine y h j) or the maximum force (h2), which is needed to press the sample out of the 

r - In both cases the following is valid:
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h¡ . Pmax
p. = ---------------------- '¡=1 or 2, where h¡ is measured in mm and Pmax is the maximum force

50
that the spring can develop. F; may be given the dimensions kg (relative scale) o r kg/cm.2 
(absolute scale).

The following conditions were valid at the consistency testings. The meat pro
ducts were kept at room-temperoture (about 22°C).

Sample size: 18 (diameter) x 20 (height) mm.
The diameter of the test punch: 17 mm 
Slit width: 0,5 mm
Maximum spring force (Pmax) used: 5-25 kg 
The velocity of the test punch (v): 1,0 mm/sec.

The consistency was calculated as the maximum required force (F2).
The average of three measurements per product was taken as the true consisten

cy value.

Results and discussion.
The consistency of 6 Swedish meat products was determined according to the 

slit method. The products are described briefly below:
"Falukorv" is a hot smoked, cooked sausage, containing pcrticles of sinews 

and rinds of varying sizes.
“ Medisterkorv" is like "falukorv" a hot smoked and cooked sausage.

"Blodkorv" is a cooked sausage made of blood and flou r. It contains relative
ly large lard cubes and sometimes raisins.

"KOkt medvursf" is a hot smoked, cooked sausage containing small lard par
ticles.

"Rokt medvurst" is a cold smoked sausage which is also slightly dried.
It is very firm and contains small lord particles.

Liver paste is a well-known product, which does not need further description 
It can be found in Sweden both in an easy to spread form as well as in a firmer form.

The consistency of these meat products is given in the table below.

Meat product numbe r of samples mean value
kg

S.d.
k g _

Falukorv 57 7,8 1,80

Medisterkorv 16 5,5 1.03

Blodko rv 24 7,0 1,30
Kokt medvurst 33 8,0 1,41
Rbkt medvurst 35 18 4,2
Liver paste, firm 15 4,6 1,48
Liver paste, easy to sp read 23 1,8 0,52
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Research work
The consistence testing method described above may be used to investigate the 

th 6Ct new Editions ond processes on the product quality. We have used it to evaluate 
f 6 effe=t of using glucono-delta-lactone in the production of cold smoked sausages. It was 
J. ,n *bat an acceptable firmness (about 14 kg) was obtained already after 4 days with an cd- 
¡p l0n 0-4-0.6%  Gdl compared with 6 days and nc addition (figure 3). It is obvious that 
rahl° ° ^ er Gators have to be considered it is possible to shorten the smoking time conside- 

y by using G d l.

cook' We bQve a lso used tbe Wolodkewitsch apparatus to follow the effect of the
ot^ ln9 temperature on the firmness and consistency of hot smoked products. Numerous 

applications in research work may be found.

Control of meat products

f,, Apart from research work there are numerous applications fo r the described
fr0|̂ °a >n the control work of meat products. It may be sufficient to mention a few examples

°Ur own work.

?f diffe
One obvious application is to determine acceptable limits fo r the consistency

f; Terent products to be used in product specifications. When such limits are set and con- 
6 by sensoric methods it is possible to use the objective method to determine the consis- 

p | j^  quality tests instead of using a test panel. An excellent example of this kind of ap- 
a iteV 00 'S by the two types of liver pastes. As shown in table 1 there is a defi-
b®tw between the firmer and the easy to spread type and it is very easy to distinguish 

en ihem by measuring the consistency value.

or The slit method may also be used to indicate the presence of particles of rind
lefj s|^eWs *n a product as shown by figure 4. The irregular force-distance-diagram to the 
rQf[1er°Ws *bat the product was very inhomogenous probably depending on the presence of 
^ icy" a r9e particles. The diagram to the right represents a product with a uniform consis-
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figure 1 * Principle of the slit method 
Pu test punch 
Sa sample
SI slit

figure 2. A typical forcedistance - diagram
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5  € Smoking tim e (dogs)

Figure 3* Influence of GdL on the consistency of cold 
smoked, sausage.

Figure 4. The relative homogenity of two sausage of


